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Abstruct Segmentation is the problem of partitioning an image into a small number of regions, each of
which is uniform or homogeneous in some sense. Athough traditional approaches produce an optimal (or
near-optimal) segmentation with respect to the chosen models, the problem is generally considered underconstrained. Consequently, the segmentation may not
contain the best homogeneous regions needed by some
higher-level process (i.e. a recognition system cannot
exert complex model-based influences directly on the
selection of an optimal segmentation).
We develop a method for probabitically maintaining set5 of alternative homogeneous regions, and segmentations. Depending on the image sire and complexity, and on the application, a probability distribution
can be constructed over the entire image, or a ditribution over partial segmentations can be formed. We develop an efacient representationstructure, and a probabilistic mechanism for applying Bayesian, model-baaed
evidence to guide the construction of the representation and influence the resulting posterior distribution
over the space of alternatives. Our formalism is applied to range images using a piecewiseplanar model
with additive Gaussian noise.
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INTRODUCTION

Image segmentation has been a topic of active research for over two decades. It is generally considered
as the low-level vision task of determining a set of h e
mogeneous regions (called segments) from an image,
for the purpose of higher-level processing. Although
considerable effort has yielded a number of approaches
to the problem, segmentation remains a difficult problem in its general formulation. As Horn has pointed
out, one of the primary difficulties in evaluating a segmentation method is the lack of a clear definition of
the “correct” segmentation [7]. This definition usually
depends on the intended application of the segmentation result. Szeliski has argued that low-level image
models often underconstrain the solution, advocating
the use of uncertainty estimation [14]. This type of
difficulty in segmentation provides much of the impetus of our work: to represent multiple segments and
segmentations, probabilistically, in a Bayesian framework.
Several statistically-based strategies for segmenta-

tion presently exist. Clustering approaches generate segments by iteratively grouping pixels or regions
which have similar values in a feature metric space
131. Markov Random Fields (MRF’s) encode local
ependencies between image elements in a lattice of
random variables, and yield a segmentation by optimizing a resulting energy function [3, 5, 141. Probabilistic relaxation defines a compatibility measure between pairs of image elements, and yields a segmentation through iterative updating rules [ll]. All of
these methods define image models, perform estimation, and arrive at some optimal (or near-optimal) segmentation.
In the sections that follow we develop an organized
and efficient method of building distributions of image segments and segmentations. Section 2 defines
the probability spaces and representations, and provides an operation called refinement that iteratively
constructs a distribution of segments. Section 3 describes the probability assignments that are made at
each step in the construction. Section 4 presents an
algorithm that guarantees finding the best n segments
in a local portion of the image. Section 5 presents an
experiment on a noisy synthetic range image, with a
distribution of image segments, and also a distribution
of full image segmentations. Conclusions and future
work are presented in Section 6.
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DEFINITIONS AND OPERATIONS

The input to the segmentation system is an array,
D,of points. Associated with each element D[i,j] is
the representation of the point, and in this paper is a
set of coordinates in
denoted by x = [q 2 2 231.
A given point Dp,j] will have a set of points called.
neighbors which it is adjacent to. Using standard 4neighbors this set is: D[i-l,j], D[i+l,j],D[i,j- 11,
D[i,j lj.
Usually a segmentation is considered as a partition
of the image D ;however, in our work we will need to
introduce some additional structure when defining a
segmentation. We will introduce three terms that are
used extensively in this paper: regions, segments, and
segmentations.
A region, R, is some connected subset of D. By
connected we mean that for any D [ i l , j 1 ] ,D[i2,j2]E
R, there exists some sequence of elements of R,
(D[krn,l r n ] ) r n = ~ ,...,n, in which each D[krn-1, Irn-11 is

e,
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adjacent to D[k,, lm], and D [ k l ,111 = D [ i l ,ji,],
D[kn,ln] = D [ i z , j ~ ] TWO
.
regions, RI and R2, w11
be called ad 'acent if there exists some D[il,
j4E RI
and D[i2,j z { E R2 that are adjacent.
A segment, TIis a connected set of pairwise-disjoint
regions (e.g. T = { R I ,R2, R3} is a segment consisting
of three regions). A set of regions is connected if their
union is connected, as defined above.
A segmentation, S , denotes a pairwise-disjoint set
of segments 1 e. no region belongs to more than one
segment) wit the conditions that no pair of regions,
throughout all the segments, may contain the same element of D, and that every point in D is an element of
some region of some segment. For these conditions to
be satisfied, the set of all regions must form a partition
of D. Also, the set of segments define a partition of
the regions.
Given a segmentation, S, and two adjacent
segments1 TI,T2 E S, a new segmentation, S', can
be formed by replacing TI and Tz with TIU T2, while
keeping all other segments fixed. This corresponds to
the familiar notions of region merging and segmentation, expressed in our set-theoretic terms.
It is usually profitable to begin with some initial
partition of the image with small regions, and construct new segmentations by grouping regions, as is
done in the region merging paradigm [12]. One justification for this is the savings in complexity from considering a smaller set of possible segmentations. Another
reason is that often some minimal number of points
is required in a region before the statistical models
can be effectively employed. The initial segmentation
represents the starting point in a region-merging algorithm. For instance, Silverman and Cooper begin with
an initial image of blocks, which corresponds to an initial partition of the image into a grid of square regions
[13]. Blocks are merged to yield clusters, which correspond to segments. This is also the approach taken in
split-and-merge algorithms [6, lo].
In this paper, only the space of segmentations that
can be generated by merging elements of some initial
segmentation will be considered. This initial segmentation is called the primitive segmentation, S,, with
the regions being primitive regions. The set of primitive regions is denoted by 72,. In this segmentation,
every segment contains exactly one region. Let II
denote the set of all segmentations that can be conAt one exstructed from the initial segmentation
treme, II includes the partition induced by the original
primitive regions, S, E II. At another extreme, 11contains the partition corresponding to merging together
all segments of S,, giving {R,}E II.
2.1 The Segmentation Sample Space
We next define a sample space associated with 11,
by considering subsets of II and their associated probabilities. In real applications, the size of II is quite
large. Therefore in our approach, much of the sample
space II is represented implicitly by accessing only selected subseh of II. This allows tremendous savings
over representing every element S E 11 and its corresponding probability.

k

s,.

'We mean that the union of the segments is connected.

'The segmeiitatzon sample space (SSS) is represented
by the probability triple (II,d,P ) . 11 is as previously
defined. A represents the set of all subsets of 11 (i.e.
the power set of II). P denotes a probability mapping,
defined on A, adhering to the standard probability
axioms.
We have developed an organized structure for applying evidence to, and manipulatingevents on II. The
SSS is used to consider events directly on the space
II. A segment sample space (TSS) implicitly represents subsets of TI through the specification of groups
of primitive regions, and is considered next.2
2.2 A Segment Sample Space
A segment sample space (TSS) essentially describes
all ways to construct segments containing some specified, fixed region. It can be used to specify locally how
to apply evidence, ultimately determining a probability mapping on II, or to obtain a probability distribution of segments at some fixed image location. We
next introduce the structure and operations on a TSS.
Their relationship to the SSS is discussed in Section
2.5 and in [9].
Some R, E Rp is designated as the initial region,
and Oi is the set of all possible segments that contain
R,. One such element of 8i is {R,}. Another might
contain R, and several adjacent primitive regions. The
entire set RP!which is connected, also belongs to Oi.
By this definition, for any region R, E R,,there is a
corresponding set of segments Qi.
A TSS is represented by the triple (Oi, Bj , P ) . Qiis,
as defined before, the space of all segments that include
I&. In the triple, Bi is the set of all subsets of Oi, and
P is the probability mapping on &, also adhering to
the probability axioms. The events in Bi that contain
exactly one segment will be termed ground events.

2.9 Compact representation of TSS events
We next define a method for implicitly representing
elements of Bj. For real image applications, the number of segments in Oi will be extremely large; the set
Bj is exponentially larger. Any scheme that requires
enumeration of either of these sets would be severely
hindered by combinatoric explosion. It will be necessary t o select certain elements of Bi in an organized
manner, when evidence induced by the models is applied, and a representation of the TSS is built. This
provides motivation for the definitions and representations that follow, which will be used to directly apply
Bayesian evidence, affecting the probability distribution on Oi.
We can define an element B E Bi by describing a set
of primitive regions which must be included in every
element of B , and a set of primitive regions which must
not be included in any element of B . These two sets
essentially contain all the information that is common
to the segments in B. An inclusion set, I , is a set of
primitive regions that includes Ri. An exclusion set,
E , is a set of primitive regions in which each region in
E is required to be adjacent to some region in I . Also,

rn~=0.

2Note S denotes a segmentation,and hence the abbreviation
S S S , and T denotes a segment T , hence T S S .
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We define a function ~ ( 1
E),
, which maps to some
B E Bj, by

~ ( 1E,) = {T E 0j : I E T,E n T = 0).

(1)

We state the following proposition3:

Proposition 1 The mapping r is well-defined and
onto.
The proposition implies that every event B E Bj
has a well-defined representation in terms of I and E
sets. It is important to note that r ( 1 , E ) provides a
compact representation for potentially large subsets of
Oj. The savings in representation are greater as the
increases.
number of primitive regions in
2.4 Constructing approaimate TSS representations
We now introduce two concepts, which enable us
to incrementally build an approximate representation
of the TSS: cover and refinement. A cover is a set of
events that represent a partition of 0i. Refinement is
an operation that takes a cover and produces a new
cover, representing a better approximation of the TSS.
The general strategy is to begin with an initial cover,
and iteratively apply refinements until the desired r e p
resentation is obtained. The probability of every event
in a cover is known, and every ground event in Qiis
represented by some element of the cover. The procedure is similar to impurity reduction through artitioning with classification and regression trees [2! We
are required to make probability assignments at each
refinement, and this is detailed in Section 3.
Define a cover, C, of the TSS to be a set of
pairwise-disjoint events in Bj, forming a partition
of 8i. Consider a cover C = (B1, Bz, .. .,Bk}
with specified probabilities on each of the events,
{P(B1 ,P(&), . ..,P(Bk)}. If C is the set of all
groun events in Bi, then an exact representation of
the TSS is obtained; all the elements of 8j are explicitly represented in C , and the probability is given
for each of them. Suppose that C = {ej}.We know
that P(Qi) = 1, however, the probabilities of the other
events in Bj cannot be directly determined. This corresponds to the poorest resolution, since no information
is actually present about the TSS.
The goal is to obtain a cover that explicitly r e p
resents ground events that have high probability and
events that have low probability only as subsets of
Oj. The cover is a compact representation of the TSS
since each event is represented by I and E sets. This
representation is useful since it explicitly represents
the most favorable segments and their corresponding
probabilities.
The refinement mapping, p , takes a cover, C,an
event, B, E C,and a primitive region , R P ,and yields
a refined cover, C’ = p(C,B,,R,). The region R,,
termed the refinement region, is adjacent to some region in I, and R, f2 I, U E , in which B, = r(I p , E,).
Also, B, is termed the rejfnement event. The refinement mapping is formally defined as

d

C’= (C - Bp) U {.(I,

U {Rp},E,), +P>

E, U {RPI)}
(2)

The only difference between C and C’is the re lacement of B, by .(IpU R,, {E,}) and ~ ( 1E,
, ~U fR,}).
These new events are termed refined events. The refinement event B, has been partitioned by using the
refinement region R,. All segments in B, that include
R, are in 7(IPU { R p } ,E P ) . The remaining elements
,E, U { R,}).
are in T(Ip
The vast majority of all ground events will be implicitly represented as members of some event in the
cover. Each of these events is a subset of 8j, and the
cover can represent many segments that have very low
probability, and are therefore uninteresting.
2.5 SSS to TSS relationships
The SSS describes the space of all possible segmentations. A TSS describes a distribution over segments,
in which each segment represents a portion of each of
the segmentations. The TSS can be used as a building block with which representations of events on the
SSS can be constructed. It is necessary to relate the
distribution over 0j to the distribution over II since
traditionally one is interested in full image segmentations. Also, it is useful to investigate the distribution
arising from the composition of a few neighboring segments, since often only a few segments form a useful
constraint for recognition [4].
A ground event, {T}, in a TSS corresponds to the
SSS event containing all segmentations that contain
{T}.When a TSS representation is built, a ground
event can be selected, and a new TSS can be considered using the remaining primitive regions, R, - {T}.
This type of iteration can be continued until every region in Rp is used, resulting in a segmentation. The
probabilities of the segments in their respective TSS’s
are multiplied, yielding a probability value on the SSS.
Further details of this relationship are discussed in [9].

3

PROBABILITY ASSIGNMENTS

Recall that each refinement removes one event in a
cover of 8i, and replaces it with two disjoint events
whose union is the original event. The basic strategy is to determine probability assignments of the new
events when this step is performed. This requires deciding how to divide the probability of the original
event between the two new events.
There are two basic mechanisms that exert influence on this probability assignment. As with any
Bayesian framework, there is some prior distribution
on the sample space. Also, after the application of
evidence, some posterior distribution is obtained. Before constructing the representation, a prior distribution is implicitly defined on the TSS. Model-based evidence will be used, along with the prior distribution,
to determine probability assignments at the refinement
step.
Using the refinement mapping, successive partitions
are constructed from 8j as prescribed by (2). Recall
that in this operation, after selecting B, and R,, we
partition B, = r(I,, E,) into r ( I , U {R,), E,) and
r ( I p lE, U {R,}). For probabilistic consistency, it is
necessary to have

P(B,) = P(.(lP U {%I1

E,))

+ P(r(41E, U { R f m
(3)

This and subsequent propositionsare proven in [9].
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A prior must be chosen to capture the notion of
uniformity due to the lack of presented evidence. We
split the probability assigned to B, evenly, making
P(.(IP U {RpL E,)) = P(T(I,, E, U {RP”

(4)

This induces a prior probability mapping on the TSS.
3.1 Simplifications and the membership probability
An alternative way to represent the probability
terms on the right side in (3) is by
P W P U {RPh EA)

= P(T(IP U {RPL E,)

I 4)
P(4)
(5)

and
P(T(IP, E,U{R,l))

= P(+,, E,U{RP)) I BP) P(BP)*

(6)
This is true since 7(IPU { R p }E,)
, C B,, and we have
P(T(1P U {RPL E h BPI = P(.(IP
Similarly, for T(I,, E, U { R,})
*

U {RPh E,)).

(7)

Bp,we have

P(T(I,, E, U {RPH,BP) = P(T(IP1 E P U {RP”

(8)

It is assumed that P(Bp) is given by the previous iteration, and the conditionals of (5 and (6) are all that
need to be determined. Recall t at B, = r ( I P ,E,).
The conditionals become

h

PI

= WI, U {RPWP) IT V P , 4))

(9)

and

p(T(Ip, E p U {Rp}) I T ( I p , E,)).
(10)
The probabilities, PI and PE,are called membership probabilities. PI is the probability that Rp is a
member of I , and PE is the probability that Rp is a
member of
Since PI PE = 1, only one of PI
and PE needs to be computed. Hence we consider PI,
which can be rewritten by making use of the following
proposition:
PE

e,.

+

Proposition 2 If I, Ill I 2 are include sets with I =
and E, El, E2 are exclude sets with E =
then ~ ( 1E)
, = ~ ( 1 1E, l ) n ~ ( 1 2E2)
, .

I
1 U 12,
E1 U E2

\

In general, for determining PI or PE), an important issue between different mode s must be considered: the notion of IE-independence. Recall that
is an element of every segment in 8 j . Intuitively the issue to consider is whether the probability of including
(or excluding) R, with R, should depend on the other
regions in I, or E,. Explicitly, this independence can
be stated for PI as
Rp), 0) I

P(.({%,

I T u p , Ep))

(11)

This can be simplified by making use of the fact
that for any two events B1 and B2, P(B1, Bz(B2) =
P(B1IB2). By using this directly, PI can be reduced
to
P(T({%, RPh 0) I T ( I P , E,)).
(12)
Equation (12) is expressed in a form explicitly indicating the importance of adding R, to I,. This is
the fundamental distinction between the event B, and
the two refined events. It is natural to expect that the
probability due to evidence will depend directly on the
new region that has been brought into consideration.

Rph 0)).

When a model of evidence is being used under
it is termed IE-independent since the probability is
independent of regions other than Rp and I?,,. The
original model is termed IE-dependent. The choice
between these models depends on the application. In
general the IE-independent model can be used when
R, contains sufficient information to make the effects of considering the rest of I,, and E, negligible.
The IE-independent model will reduce the number of
membership computations required because the same
R, can be chosen for numerous refinements. In this paper we consider only the IE-independent model. The
IE-dependent model is discussed in [9].
5.2 Posterior evidence-based probabilities
A detailed derivation of posterior probabilities is beyond the scope of this paper. Consequently we state
the resulting expressions and refer the reader to [9]
for a complete treatment. The model treated here assumes that all objects in the scene are composed of
planar patches. We use the Gaussian iid noise model,
in which the noise component is normal to the plane

PI.

We define a parameter space as U = [ul u2
with llull = 1 and u3 2 0, in which each point identifies
a plane equation up to a scalar, d k :
4-

-k U 3 2 3 -k dk = 0.

(14)
For a fixed d t , the space of all planar surfaces is represented by a hemisphere in the parameter space.
For a given parameter value U and value for d k , we
can use the region points to observe the sum-of-squares
error. This is denoted by the random variable Yk with
values yk. It can be shown that when the information
in E is independent of &, the posterior membership
probability can be expressed as:
Uizi

U222

By letting I1 = Ip,I 2 = {R,,R p } ,El = Ep, E2 = 0,
(9) can be rewritten as

PI = Pb({R,, Rp), 01,?.(I,, E,)

Ep)) = P(.({R,l

r

1

1-1

in which Al(yp,yj) is

[L2

[/

P ( y p ~ u~, , ) p ~ ) d u ] Sa P(yi I U , ~ i ) P ( U ) d u ]

/s.

1

P(Yp I U ,Jip)P(yilu, ~ip)P(u)du

(16)
Above, d , d i , and d,, represent linear estimates of d,,
d i , and
in R,, R,, and R, U R,, respectively. The
functions of the form p(yk Iu,d k ) represent the x2 density, taken from considering the sum-of-squares error,

b,
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GET-TOP-SEGMENTS (%, R-, n)
1
18
10
5
2
3
4
repeat
19
Bp +-EXTRACT-MAX(Ch)
5
6
R, t S E L E C T - R , (FRONTIER(B,))
7
BI
.(I, U {Rp), E,)
8
BE
{Ep U Rp))
9
if FRONTIER(B~)
#0
10
then
11
INSERT( c h , B I )
12
MEM-PROBS(&,
FRONTIER(B~))
13
else
14
INSERT( C,,B I )
15
if FRONTIER(BE)
#0
then
16
17
INSERT( Ch,BE)
else
18
19
INSERT(C,,
BE)
20
until [ c h = 01 or
lcgl 2 and P ( N T H ( C g , n)) > P(MAX(Ch))]
Figure 2: Range image with primitive segmentation
21
return C,
indicated. Thick lines depict the true segment boundaries.
Figure 1: An algorithm returning the best n segments.

7

5

with respect to the plane given by Uk and d k . The
function p(u) represents a prior density on the parameter space, and is defined as p(u) z l/r. Also,
represents the parameter hemisphere. These integrals
are each evaluated by applying a spherical coordinate
transformation and performing a 2-D, numerical volume integration.
yk,

s2

4

ALGORITHM DETAILS

In this section we present an algorithm that generates an approximate TSS representation. We begin
with the primitive regions, R,, the initial region, E ,
and the number of ground events with highest probability to represent, n. The adjacency structure for
72, is already provided. The formal description of the
algorithm is given in Figure 1.
The cover at any given iteration is represented by
two priority queues, C, and c h , sorted by probability.
C, contains the ground events, and c h contains the
remaining events. Although we use r notation in Lines
3, 7, and 8, only the I and E sets, and the probability
are represented in the implementation. The FRONTIER
operation returns the set of all regions in 72, that can
be chosen for refinement. The MEM-PROBS operation
precomputes the membership probabilities for R, and
potential refinement regions. Also, NTH returns the
nth element in the queue.
The following proposition is used in Line 20 as a
termination criterion to guarantee that the best n segments have been represented:

AN EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLE

We have implemented the concepts presented here
in Common Lisp and C, on a SPARC 1+ workstation.
Experiments have been performed on several range images, both synthetic and real. We present one re resentative example here and refer the reader to [Cffor
more experiments.
The results that follow were obtained from a synthetic range image, consisting of 1600 points (40x40).
There is unit spacing between the points and 0.707
standard deviation noise, corresponding to an extremely noisy image. The primitive segmentation is
indicated in Figure 2. The thickened lines indicate
where the true segment boundaries lie (in this image
there are two segments). Without noise, the points
inside the circle lie on the plane, z = 0, and the points
outside the circle line on the plane, z = 1.
By selecting RI as the initial region, in x 1 s we
obtain the top twenty segments, shown in Table 1.
Using an algorithm similar to Figure 1, that applies
to the SSS, in M 3 s we obtain a distribution of the
top twenty segmentations, shown in Table 2. In each
table, we observe that the leading choice is correct.
6

CONCLUSIONS A N D FUTURE WORK

The cover and refinement concepts provide a useful
way to consider distributions of image segments and
segmentations. Together, the membership probability computation and the algorithm presented yield a
computationally feasible approach to a problem with
inherently difficult combinatorics.
We are presently developing a general framework
for making the membership probability assignments,
pertaining specifically to implicit polynomial surfaces
with Gaussian noise, and in general to a much broader
class of image/noise models.
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Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Prob.
Primitive regions
.792622 (1 2 3 4 8 9 11 12 13 14)
.077962 (1 2 3 4 8 9 11 12 13 14 20)
.069580 (1 2 3 4 8 9 11 12 131
.016383 (1 2 3 4 8 9 12 13 14j
.013355 (1 2 3 4 8 11 12 13 14)
.006844 I 1 2 3 4 8 9 11 12 13 20)
.004409 (1 2 3 8 9 11 12 13)
.003684 (1 2 3 4 9 11 12 13 14)
.003679 (1 2 3 4 8 9 11 12 14)
.001611 (1 2 3 4 8 9 12 13 14 20)
.001438 (1 2 3 4 8 9 12 13)
.001314 (1 2 3 4 8 11 12 13 14 201
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